Empire Breeders

Next Dam

2,Q2:03.2f ($3,345) by Cantab Hall. Record at 2. At 2, third in leg Amber Fire Hanover 1st Dam

FIRST RESPONSE

2,Q2:03.2f; 3,2:01.3f; 1:59.3h ($49,285) (Cantab Hall). 9 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg and Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in International Stallion S. From 4 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including: Dak Tothefuture (Credit Winner). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam


3rd Dam


AL DENTE HANOVER 2,Q2:01.1; 3,1:54.3 ($370,161) (Donerail). 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner Bluegrass S., leg New Jersey S. at Meadowlands, elim. Canadian Trotting Classic; second in leg and Final New Jersey S. at Meadowlands, Simcoe S.; third in elim. and Final Stanley Dancer T., Final Matron S., Townsend Ackerman T. At 4, third in leg Classic Ser. at Dover.

BROKE EVEN 2,Q2:05.4; 3,1:56.1; Q1:55.1 ($252,190) (Valley Victory). 20 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner Charles I. Smith Mem., Townsend Ackerman T., Late Close at Lexington; second in leg New Jersey S. at Garden State, Final New Jersey S. at Freehold, elmr. Yonkers T.; third in leg New Jersey S. at Meadowlands (r2).

MAGNIFICENT VICTORY 3,1:56.3; 4,1:54.2 ($98,192) (Valley Victory). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington; third in Charles I. Smith Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Hiram Woodruff Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Hiram Woodruff Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands.

ADMISSIBLE HANOVER 2,Q2:03.2; 3,2:01.3f; 1:59.3h ($49,285) (Cantab Hall). 9 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows.

ANGEL FIRE HANOVER (M) 3,T1:55.2 ($2,955) (Lindy Lane). As above. Producer: Angelique Hanover (dam of URIEL 2,1:59f; 3,1:55.1f; 4,1:53.4f-$253,701, MARKZ MOOSE 2,Q2:00.1f; 3,1:55.1f-$109,000, SPIRO DE VIE 2,1:58.4f; 3,1:54.2f, BAYLON DE VIE 2,2:03.2h; 4,2:0.01h; grandam of POCKET POPPER 2,Q2:03.1; 3,1:58.3h; 4,1:58.2h-'17).

Next Dam - FLICKERING HALO 3,Q2:03.1 (Bonefish-ROSER BOWER-Floris)